
Humidifier Power Test civo ventilation)

- Test humidity rate of change at different speeds along

the scale

St Im Zm 3m 4m 5m 6m 7m 8m 9m 10m FS
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• Integral of Error only shrintes whe ect) = negative

The integral of erros will level out & reach a residual

point; that is continually added to the update value.

*'It's this residual sum that eliminate's afset

CO = COsias + Kc-e6t) + Sectift

P



* with an integral (residual), the elt) can be o

yet there is still a valve to ost/ subtract from the

Cobias to form a final co.

* As long as there is an error @ all ,-/4, the integral

will grow or shrink to effect the co

* The changes in CO will odly cease when pu-sp = 0

for a sustained period

* This residual value from integration, when added

to Cobas, essentially creates a new overall bias

value that corresponds to the new level of operation.

*' In effet, integral action continually resets the bias

value to eliminate offset as operating as operating

levels change"



Controller Design e Tuning:

#1 Establish the design level of operation COLO),

which is the normal or expected values for

set point & major disturbances

#2 Bump the process & collect controller output (co)

to process variable (PU) dynamic process data

around this DL

# Run the system & get behautor data

#1. Use the model params from step 3 in rules &

correlations to complete the controller design &

tuning.

Non - Linear process : Increasing Humidity

*lag or rapid response*

choosing a DLO, appropriate to espected

non linear rates of change.

Step 1: Establish Dio

 It is important that the dynamic process test

data be recorded @ a pre-determined level of operation.

* Explore the dynamic process with an expeded typical

PV & SP



Becord the effect of Disturbances as wellieq.

Ventilatım @ various speeds, or ventilahm

circulation,

* Process Gain: The "How For " Variable

co

Step 2. Collect Dynamic Process Data around DLO

- Bump test, step up the coacemantallo & observe

-start bump test from default settle & point

*The goal is to learn about the effect of CO on PU

* Bump test Humidity Up to Max ANN

down to minimum

BH 100

tot

n
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* Double Test: Two CD pulses in capié cuccession

& opposite direc Hons



* Process Data, Dynamic Modeling

3 collected a proper data

, set sich in dynamie process

information around this design level

3 approximated the beleavior revealed in the process

data with a FOPDT dynamic model

O

Determined the DLO

* To do a FOPDT just need the model parameters;

tip, Tp, op 18 the dynamic process data

#l. Calculate Process Gain

ke

-

4 PV = Steu dy state change in Merasured PV

steddy state change in co

// Aside: No disturbances, actually start from sted dy

default state

* Kp, describes the sensitivity of the system

Perge pe means its a sensitive system therefore

smaller co adjustments should be made

# * Big kp proces gain, should have

ke Covice versa)

I te

ACO

small controller gain, he esulce vorscy controller w/

Ke = Kp = 

Ke

use the kp sign to determine if the process is

up-up or up-down.



#2 Calculate Process Time Constant

Tp. the time constant, describes how fast PV

moves in response to cleange in ca. must be in units

of mins or seconds (at min 128)

start

1

63% APU Apustotal change

Auto

ispy stop

~ Imin

* Bun Process & find when PU changed 63% of

its total : Cime to 63% APV)-&PV start to responsd time)

#3 Calcolate Dead Time

* There is sizeabe dead time, maybe, for decreasing

humidity ... but not actually not if I tom on Eylaust

I bet

-dead time is the 125 Sample time?

- hu midity sensors slowly dropping their readings

despite humidity being exhausted.

* Time from soittating co fill change detected.

so it will be in increments of 175 ; ünless I reduce

wait time

 Op is compared only to Tp; if Op is > Te tight

control will be hard



Kc = Rp copt Tc)

If Dead Time is much larger than Tp, a dead time

compensator should be used

1 Te

ti-te

• since Op is in denominator of the ke calculation,

a larger Qt => smaller ko

Op min is the loop sample time

Bring it all together: Example

Tp at

Kp = -0.53 /%

Process Gain

* try a more aggresse

To than !2s; l.g.is

To = 1.3min

Time constant

Op= .8min

Dead Time

JPV (4) + PUCH) = Rp.co(+-op)

So the dynamic behavlor of the process combe

Approximated as

1.3 - PVCt) + PVCt) ---0,53.Co (t--8)

t[] min, Puct) [=] 'C, CQC t-0p) [=]%
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